
Hombli Smart Indoor Camera,
White
248367

39,95 €

Smart indoor camera to keep an eye on your home.

Watch Everything. Anywhere.
Set the perfect viewing angle with the flexible stand. Simply mount the indoor security camera to any flat surface like a
shelf or closet. You can even stick the camera on a wall with the included double-sided 3M tape!

Motion Detection
Receive notifications instantly on your smartphone when the smart security camera detects motion. A screenshot is
included so you can immediately see what's going on.

Check in on Your Home Anytime!
Whether you're at home or away, you can control, monitor and schedule the smart indoor camera from anywhere in
the world using the Hombli app on your smartphone.

Watch, Listen and Talk...
Watch live video streams from the smart home camera on your smartphone. 2-way audio with built-in speaker and
microphone allows you to communicate directly with whoever is in front of the smart camera.

"Hey Google!"
The smart security camera works with the Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa for hands-free voice control. With
IFTTT you can easily create home automations with smart home devices from any brand.

Smart Scenarios
Set up the smart security camera to automatically operate to specific conditions like time or custom actions. Simply
combine multiple smart home devices to create scenarios, and control them with a single tap or voice command.

Hombli Smart Indoor Camera

    •  Full HD 1080p video recording 130 ° viewing angle

SRP 39,95 €

PRODUCT DETAILS

Colour
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    •  Watch live videos on your phone 2-way audio communication
    •  Infrared night vision
    •  Storage via MicroSD or (paid) cloud service

Specs

Product Attributes

EAN: 8719323914803

Manufacturer number: HBCI-0109

Product weight: 0.19 kilograms
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